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Titan Story:
Founder and designer of Titan Scopes Leigh Cornish, has
been an archer since the 1960’s and has immense
experience in both recurve and compound archery. He is
an excellent field archer, having twice finished 2nd in
World Field Archery Championships. In 1997 he won the
IFAA Pacific Region Field Championship and has won 5
Australian Fita Field Championships & 4 Australian Fita
Target Championships.
Having worked as an Engineer for 30 years Leigh left to
start an Archery Dealership where he gained an intimate
knowledge of archery equipment. Never satisfied with the
quality and accuracy of conventional equipment, Leigh
found himself having to modify his gear, providing him with
a technical advantage over the world’s best.
After many years of development Titan Scopes was born.
It has been the unique combination of Leigh’s experience
in the field as an archer and off the field as a Dealer and
Engineer that has led to the success of Titan Scopes.
As an endorsement to Titan’s commitment to precision,
quality and service, the world’s best now choose to shoot
Titan Scopes. We are proud to announce Olympic Gold
medallist and World champion Simon Fairweather and
David Barnes are shooting with a Titan.

RECU RV E
Sight Pin
(14 to 11mm variable aperture)

Recurve Sight Pin Options

Patent Design Pending

2000 Olympic Gold Medallist
Simon Fairweather
chooses to shoot Titan!

Features / Options:
-Eccentrically machined for strength.
-Bodies in black, blue, red or silver.
-Threaded rods in 8/32 or 10/32
-0 power lens for Olympic style archery.
-Multi aperture O ring system.
-Optic fibre through the lens 0.020” ,0.030”or 0.040” in red
green or amber.
-Any Gunstar precision target reticle, fluro orange or black.
eg. small medium or large dot or circle.

Description:

NOTE: Reticle Colour
is not as shown but an
iridescent orange/red.

A quality recurve scope is born. We have the worlds best
namely the 2000 Olympic Gold medallist / 1991 World
Champion Simon Fairweather and David Barnes choosing
to shoot Titan. We use ‘the best’ quality 0 power coated
lenses produced by Hoya offering amazing clarity and
sharpness.
Designed in conjunction with David Barnes specifically
for recurve Fita Olympic competition, this scope offers
unique features. Multi “O” ring lens retention also varies the
aperture size from 14mm, 13mm, 11.6mm down to 11.2mm
in a few seconds.
2000 Olympic Gold Medallist Simon Fairweather chooses to
shoot Titan!
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NOTE: Reticle Colour
is not as shown but an
iridescent orange/red.

Cross Hair

TITAN Target SUN SHADE / RAIN SHADE
(Black only)

Features / Options:
-Lenses 2x , 4x or 6x (0.25, 0.5, 0.75 diopter)
-RH or LH in black, blue red, or silver
-Bubble in green,red or blue (green standard)
-Threaded rod in 10/32 only.
-Any Gunstar Precision Target fluro orange or black reticule
i.e. Stick on dots circles or + hair.
-Drilled fibre 0.030” 0.040” or 0.060” in red or green or amber.

Description:
With FITA and IFAA scores getting closer to perfect, the
importance of aiming well is becoming more and more vital.
The Titan Target scope is becoming the scope of choice by
archers
across the world, from beginners to world class competitors.
We use ‘the best’ quality coated lenses produced by Hoya Japan
offering amazing clarity and sharpness.
Sleek and precise this Titan scope offers target, field and indoor
archers the latest in scope technology. Laser centered lenses are
unique to Titan, this locates the optical centre ensuring lens
changes do not change the arrows impact point. You can be
confident in removing or changing lenses during shooting.

Sun/ Rain from the front

Sun/ Rain from the Rear

Our “O” ring lens retention system enables fast and failsafe lens
changes.
Titan scopes are eccentrically CNC machined from solid 6061-T6
bar ensuring superior strength.

3D

S C O P E 1 3 /4 ”
FI B RE COI L 0 .0 2 5 o r 0 .0 4 0 ”

TITAN 3D SUN SHADE / RAIN SHADE
(Black only)

Velcro Attachment

Not in Use

SCOPES
Features / Options:
-Lenses 2x , 4x or 6x (0.25, 0.5, 0.75 diopter)
-RH in Black or Silver and LH in black only.
-Bubble in green,red or blue (green standard)
-Threaded rod in 10/32 only.
-Coiled Optic fibre with post 0.040”, 0.030” or 0.020” in
red, green or amber.

Description:

Sun/ Rain from the front

Sun/ Rain from the Rear

The Titan 3D scope has the size and clarity to capture all
detail of a 3D target in the most demanding of conditions.
Our Hoya lenses are crystal clear and are a pleasure to
shoot even in wet conditions.
Titan’s FIBRE COIL produces a brilliant fibre aimimg dot.
As with our target model the Titan 3D offers archers the
latest in scope technology. Laser centered lenses are
unique to Titan, this locates the optical centre ensuring
lens changing does not change the arrows impact point.
You can be confident in removing or changing lenses
during shooting.
Our “O” ring lens retention system enables fast and failsafe
lens changes.
Titan scopes are eccentrically CNC machined from solid
6061-T6 bar ensuring superior strength.
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